2018 HHS Kid’s Earth Day Poster Contest
Grade K-2
Alice Meyermann
Kindergarten
Aysuh Lamichhane
1st Grade

Plastic Free Earth

Recycle and reuse

Put trash
don't put plastic in trash because it goes to the ocean and kills animals.

And if you go to a fest, don't have to bring a plastic cup. You can use plastic.

Use instead Plastic bag.
Ben Yessis
2nd Grade

If you care so much about your phone...

No more plastic
Claire Hong
2nd Grade
Jai Gadhia
1st Grade
Jonah John
2nd Grade

Recycle

HELP SAVE OUR EARTH

compost
Maxime Youkharibache
Kindergarten

Don't pollute the planet.
Naleigh Song
Kindergarten
Shubham Sen
1st Grade

SAVE OUR EARTH - SAVE US.
Sophie Baboud
2nd Grade

Stop plastic pollution

Help the animals

Don’t hurt the ocean
Help the ocean
Trey Scott
Kindergarten
Grade 3-5
Arthur Pandey
4th Grade

- Bring your own bag.
- End plastic pollution.
- Say no to disposable straws and cutlery.
- Store remover in glass jars.
- Carry a reusable water bottle.
- Own cup.
Ella Meyermann
5th Grade
Ella Wang
4th Grade
Gabrielle Youkharibache
3rd Grade

Happy Earth Day!

Let’s take care of our home, earth!
END PLASTIC POLLUTION!!
WE NEED YOU
we need to stop polluting the earth.
because if we dont the earth will not
be healthy and it will die sooner than
we think. We already have holes in our
atmosphere. This is what we want
NO PLASTIC IN THE ATMOSPHERE
Hannah Williams
3rd Grade
Ivan Zhang
5th Grade
Joshitha Sriperambudur
3rd Grade
Meera Anil
3rd Grade

Do not Drown us in plastic!
Mira Lindsay-Folkers
5th Grade

SAVE THE Earth

Go green
Go green
Go green

END PLASTIC POLLUTION
STOP plastic pollution! Plastic is bad for the earth. Plastic pollution can harm animals.

I'm not gonna pollute plastic anymore! Me too, I'm just recycling it.

Thanks for buying me this water bottle mom! Let's use instead of plastic cups.

It's good to not buy plastic bags and get reusable bags.

If I put this on the ground, it will take years to degrade!
Sawyer Meyermann

3rd Grade
Stephanie Wei
4th Grade
Grade 6-8
Abigail Zhang
6th Grade

DON'T LET OUR HOME GO TO WASTE!
Alexander Wei
6th Grade
Anushka Sharma
6th Grade

Plastic Pollution is Killing Our Ocean!

Use Reusable Bags!

Ingestion of Plastic Wastes and other contaminants through sea food.

Make Our Earth Plastic Free!!
Carol Li
6th Grade

This is what you’re fishing for:

END PLASTIC Pollution
Deborah John
7th Grade

Make Earth a better place to live in!

Help end plastic pollution
Edna Adissu
8th Grade
Emily Mu
6th Grade
Ho-Young Chung
8th Grade

Did I see it wrong?
Yes, you guessed it... you didn't.

Stranded plastic materials can...
- Fill oceans and lands with plastic waste
- Take really long to decay naturally
- Choke animals which swallow it
- Increase contagious gas in the air
- Eventually, by the food chain, get to us

How can you solve the problem?
- 3R
Reduce: Decrease the use of non-reusable plastic
Reuse: Think again before throwing away
Recycle: Put it in the right bin to make it something new

You wouldn't want to see this—especially at 4/22...
Ketturah John
7th Grade

The world is in our hands. End plastic pollution. So... treat it well. Healthy environment, healthy living.
Lily Meyermann
7th Grade

We Only Get One Earth,
Please Use Reusable Bottles.
END POLLUTION
Grade 9-12
Abhira Adhikari
9th Grade

END PLASTIC POLLUTION
Anne Wang

10th Grade
Cynthia Zou
10th Grade

For our earth

Reduce

For our health

Recycle
Molly Buckler
11th Grade
Valerie Wang

10th Grade